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We supply top quality metal doors for a variety of special purposes. 
Committed to high quality design and manufacture, Strongdor’s enthusiasm 
for innovation has resulted in the company’s sustained and continuing 
growth. Alert to new technologies and standards we seek the best solutions 
for both commercial and domestic clients.

One such solution is our range of ready to fit door sets. Popular with 
architects and building contractors they save time and consequently money.

Digital access, fire exits, acoustic and thermal insulation doors, anti-theft 
and anti-vandal doors or a combination of several functions, we can supply 
the perfect door for your project whatever its challenges.

Strongdor hold the key to quality, innovation, service and performance.

your first line of defence
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all sizes in stock
Strongdor stock a range of single and double 

steel doorsets with up to 40 different sizes 
in stock ready for immediate despatch.

have it tomorrow
All our stock doors are available for delivery 

to site before 10.30 - NEXT DAY
(UK mainland only).

free delivery
Strongdor provide FREE standard delivery on 

all deliveries over £1000
(UK mainland only).

09:54

10:24

23:15

09:54

service
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Strongdor

1500 Series

lifetime rust 
warranty
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Frame and leaf manufactured from unique tensioned steel

Frame thickness: 1.5mm

12 no. expandable fixing points with varidor side frames where applicable

Low level DDI approved aluminium threshold with integrated seal

Door leaf thickness: 1.2mm

Integrated Strongdor astragal system

Lock protection system as standard

Hexatec core

10 year furniture warranty

Frame and leaf are manufactured using the Rustec protection system

3 No grade 13 high quality stainless steel hinges with anti-jemmy studs

All leaves reinforced to accept additional door furniture

Personnel doors supplied with Briton mortice sashlocks and stainless steel handles

5 Pin euro-cylinder with 3 keys

All emergency exit doors are prepared to accept exidor 500 series panic hardware.
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quality that speaks for itself
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emergency exit doors

Door Width (mm) Door Height (mm) Specification Number

Single Leaf

800 - 849 1900 - 2150 SFE 0801922

850 - 899 1900 - 2150 SFE 0851922

900 - 949 1900 - 2150 SFE 0901922

950 - 999 1900 - 2150 SFE 0951922

1000 - 1049 1900 - 2150 SFE 1001922

1050 - 1099 1900 - 2150 SFE 1051922

1100 - 1149 1900 - 2150 SFE 1101922

1150 - 1199 1900 - 2150 SFE 1151922

1200 - 1249 1900 - 2150 SFE 1201922

1250 - 1299 1900 - 2150 SFE 1251922

Double Leaf

1300 - 1399 1900 - 2150 SFE 1301922

1400 - 1499 1900 - 2150 SFE 1401922

1500 - 1599 1900 - 2150 SFE 1501922

1600 - 1699 1900 - 2150 SFE 1601922

1700 - 1799 1900 - 2150 SFE 1701922

1800 - 1899 1900 - 2150 SFE 1801922

1900 - 1999 1900 - 2150 SFE 1901922

2000 - 2099 1900 - 2150 SFE 2001922

2100 - 2199 1900 - 2150 SFE 2101922

specification reference numbers
Sizes are based on structural opening sizes
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personnel doors

Door Width (mm) Door Height (mm) Specification Number

Single Leaf

800 - 849 1900 - 2150 SPD 0801922

850 - 899 1900 - 2150 SPD 0851922

900 - 949 1900 - 2150 SPD 0901922

950 - 999 1900 - 2150 SPD 0951922

1000 - 1049 1900 - 2150 SPD 1001922

1050 - 1099 1900 - 2150 SPD 1051922

1100 - 1149 1900 - 2150 SPD 1101922

1150 - 1199 1900 - 2150 SPD 1151922

1200 - 1249 1900 - 2150 SPD 1201922

1250 - 1299 1900 - 2150 SPD 1251922

Double Leaf

1300 - 1399 1900 - 2150 SPD 1301922

1400 - 1499 1900 - 2150 SPD 1401922

1500 - 1599 1900 - 2150 SPD 1501922

1600 - 1699 1900 - 2150 SPD 1601922

1700 - 1799 1900 - 2150 SPD 1701922

1800 - 1899 1900 - 2150 SPD 1801922

1900 - 1999 1900 - 2150 SPD 1901922

2000 - 2099 1900 - 2150 SPD 2001922

2100 - 2199 1900 - 2150 SPD 2101922

specification reference numbers
Sizes are based on structural opening sizes



what is...
rustec
Rustec is a specialised coating given to all our steel prior to 
the manufacturing process of all the Strongdor 1500 Series 
steel frames and leaves.

In the case of uncoated steel, a nick or scratch in the paint 
disrupts the barrier protection provided by the paint. The 
exposed steel corrodes, forms a rust pocket and corrosion 
continues unpeded. The rust grows - consuming the steel and 
lifting the paint.

A damaged site on a Rustec steel sheet can expose the steel 
to corrosion but the Rustec coating sacrifices itself to protect 
the steel. This continues as necessary or until the Rustec 
coating is depleted in the immediate area.

hexatec
Hexatec is a special interior core designed specifically to 
improve the durability and security of steel door leaves. 
This honeycomb core is bonded internally to both steel skins 
creating a rigid and resilient leaf guaranteed to perform.
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lifetime limited liability guarantee against rust
The best protection against rust in the 
industry. Strongdor guarantees all its 
colourtec finished 1500 series steel doors and 
frames against rust perforation for the life of 
the building in which it is installed. (Doors and 
frames must be handled and installed to the 
manufacturers recommendations).

plus a 10 year limited liability warranty on 1500 components
Strongdor warrants the quality of all 1500 
Series door sets in our factory powder coat 
finish for a period of 10 years from the 
original date of purchase. This warranty is 
limited to the lamination of the door core to 
the face sheets and the welded joints of all 
hardware reinforcements.

plus a 10 year limited liability warranty on furniture
Strongdor also provide the peace of mind 
with an extensive 10 year guarantee on 
the sashlock, handles, euro-cylinder and 
escutcheons. The warranty is limited to 
normal use and does not warrant against 
misuse or vandalism.
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peace of mind...
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optional upgrades
(not available on next day service)

2 point & 3 point panic hardware
2 POINT & 3 POINT PANIC HARDWARE are offered as optional upgrades on all Strongdor 1500 Series steel door 
sets. These both add progressively higher security to your emergency exit doors without impeding on the ability 
to escape in case of emergency.

lockable outside access devices
LOCKABLE OUTSIDE ACCESS DEVICES are available in both HANDLE and KNOB, both are easy to operate and 
facilitate the use of being able to access your building from outside. All Strongdor’s outside access devices are 
key lockable and can be provided with suited key sets.

automatic door closers
AUTOMATIC DOOR CLOSERS are another important optional extra, specifically designed to work with steel doors. 
These closers look after your door 24-7 and stop the door being slammed shut or wrenched back against the 
hinges, two main causes that are detrimental to the life of your door. These closers can also be provided with a 
‘hold-open’ facility - available upon request. As an economical option we can supply your door with a FRICTION 
STAY designed to hold your door open at 90º.

letter boxes
LETTER BOXES are a very common necessity when installing a steel door and are available in the brushed 
stainless steel finish to match in with the Strondor 1500 furniture. Letter boxes are not detrimental to security 
and are designed to be entirely weather-proof through a series of seals and brushes.

vision panels
VISION PANELS are available to your personal specification. These are factory fitted in many shapes and sizes 
along with both single and double glazed units. Security laminate glass is available as part of Strongdor’s vast 
range. LOUVRE PANELS fitted to steel doors provide the facility for ventilation where security is still paramount. 
Strongdor’s high security steel louvres provide the ideal solution for plant rooms and boiler houses etc.
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easy to find
Give one of our dedicated sales team a call on 01772 69 11 11 or simply email us on  
sales@strondor.com and we’ll send you one of our up-to-date brochures and prices lists.

easy to choose
Our Strongdor 1500 Series trade price list is designed for your ease of use so you can quickly decide 
what style door you need, what size and how much it will cost.

easy to order
Simply give us a call and quote the specification number relating to the door(s) you require with any 
optional upgrade that you need. One of our sales team will then send you confirmation drawings for 
you to check the specification.

easy to get
With signed confirmation drawings with us by 10am, Strongdor guarantee they can deliver doors to site by 
10am the next day (this is at an additional cost and relates to UK mainland only subject to stock).

easy to fit
Installation cannot get easier with the use of our Varidor system. Simply unpack the pallet and the 
door is ready to be fitted - offer the door into the opening and the Varidor sides will expand into the 
opening and hold the frame in position while you fix into place. Sealing the door is now as simple as 
ever as the frame is tight to the substrate on only the smallest of beads - QUICK & NEAT.

it's so easy



North Road  Bretherton 
Preston  Lancashire  

PR26 9AY

Tel 01772 691111 
Fax 01772 603915 

sales@strongdor.com


